Press Release
More Canadians Giving, And in Different Ways, to Charity

Toronto, ON, February 28, 2018— Seven in ten Canadians have given to charity over the past year, and almost half of donors are open
to different sorts of giving approaches than just the traditional solicitation letter, according to the 2018 What Canadian Donors Want
Survey, conducted by the Association of Fundraising Professionals (AFP) Foundation for Philanthropy – Canada in partnership with
Ipsos.
The survey, which featured 1,500 Canadians age 18 or older, found that the percentage of people giving to charity in 2017 jumped by
four points from the 2015 survey, returning to previous giving levels. Even as more Canadians are giving, they are giving less—an
average of $772 in 2017 compared to average giving levels of $924 in 2015 and $726 in 2013.
Eighty percent of donors give to more than one cause, with 23 percent giving to 4-5 charities and 13 percent supporting 6 or more
causes. The top recipients of donations are social services and health charities—more Canadians (59% and 57%) gave to those causes
than any other.
Overall, Canadians are more confident in the charitable sector than ever before, with nearly eight in ten respondents (78%) saying
they’re confident in the organizations that comprise the charitable sector. That figure represents a five-point increase from 2015 and
is significantly higher than confidence in the private sector (67%) or the public sector (60%).

Changes in Volunteering, Giving Behavior
One troubling sign is a drop in volunteerism rates. According to the survey, one-third of Canadians volunteered their time to a charity
or non-profit in the past 12 months and spent an average of 88 hours—down precipitously from 110 hours in 2015.
Canadians continue to change in how they want to be approached for donations. While 44% express a preference for traditional
requests, such as mail, one quarter prefer a more personal approach like peer-to-peer contact or crowdfunding. Three in ten (31%)
say they’re open to anything, having no specific preference.
Fundraising preferences vary significantly by age. Baby Boomers (54%) are the most likely to prefer being solicited through traditional
requests, compared to Gen X’ers (43%) or Millennials (33%). By contrast, Millennials (17%) lead the way on crowdfunding, preferring
this option to a greater extent than their Gen X (11%) or Boomer (5%) counterparts.

Perceptions of Charity Roles, Performance
Many underlying views on charities have remained relatively stable over time. Three-quarters of Canadians continue to agree that
charities play an important role in society to address the needs not being met by the government, the public sector or the private
sector. Majorities also believe that charities are trustworthy (61%) and act responsibly with the donations they receive (63%).
Canadians are more divided on how much charities spend on their programs and services vs. how much they spend on supplies,
administration, salaries and fundraising. A growing majority (58%, up six percentage points from 2015) trust charities on how much
they say they spend money on programs and overhead.
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However, about a third of Canadians (34%, down 4 points) are less trusting, indicating that charities overstate how much they spend
on the cause or programs (24%), or that charities are being intentionally misleading (10%). Yet, when presented with factors and asked
how important each one is in evaluating a charity’s effectiveness, Canadians placed more emphasis on a charity’s ability to achieve its
mission and create impact than managing its operation or its fundraising.

Looking Ahead
Almost half of Canadians (46%) indicate that they are very likely to give in the next 12 months, while another one-third (34%) are
somewhat likely to donate. However, 59% say they are also concerned about the economy, which may force them to reassess their
giving plans.
A considerable number of Canadians (42%) proactively seek out information on the cause/charity and contact them to donate, while
six in ten (58%) say the charity approaches them and they donate based on the information they receive. When looking for information
on charities they support, Canadians continue to rely on online information (75%) as opposed to family, friends or colleagues (39%).

Social Media
The 2018 What Canadian Donors Want Survey also asked general questions about Canadians’ use of social media.
Similar to 2015, eight in 10 Canadians (81%) have a social media account. This applies across every age group, from 91% of Millennials
through to 85% of Gen X’ers and 70% of Baby Boomers. Women (84%) are more likely than men (78%) to maintain at least one social
media account.
Facebook dominates the Canadian social media landscape: three in four Canadians (75%) say they have a Facebook account, placing
it well ahead of Twitter (29%), Instagram (28%), Reddit (5%) or other social media (13%).
Nearly two in ten Canadians on social media (18%) have donated to a charity in response to a request that came through their social
media account. Millennials (23%) and Gen X Canadians (19%) are more likely than Baby Boomers (13%) to have made a charitable
donation in response to a social media invitation or post.
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About the Study
These are some of the findings of an Ipsos poll conducted between October 10 and October 17, 2017, on behalf of the Association of
Fundraising Professionals. For this survey, a sample of 1,500 Canadians aged 18+ was interviewed. Weighting was then employed to
balance demographics to ensure that the sample's composition reflects that of the adult population according to Census data and to
provide results intended to approximate the sample universe. The precision of Ipsos online polls is measured using a credibility interval.
In this case, the poll is accurate to within ±2.5 percentage points, 19 times out of 20, had all Canadian adults been polled. The credibility
interval will be wider among subsets of the population. All sample surveys and polls may be subject to other sources of error, including,
but not limited to coverage error, and measurement error.
For more information on this news release, please contact:
Sean Simpson
Vice President, Canada
Ipsos Public Affairs
+1 416 324-2002
sean.simpson@ipsos.com
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About Ipsos Public Affairs
Ipsos Public Affairs is a non-partisan, objective, survey-based research practice made up of seasoned professionals. We conduct
strategic research initiatives for a diverse number of Canadian American and international organizations, based not only on public
opinion research, but elite stakeholder, corporate, and media opinion research.
Ipsos has media partnerships with the most prestigious news organizations around the world. In Canada, Ipsos Public Affairs is the
polling partner for Global News. Internationally, Ipsos Public Affairs is the media polling supplier to Reuters News, the world's leading
source of intelligent information for businesses and professionals. Ipsos Public Affairs is a member of the Ipsos Group, a leading global
survey-based market research company. We provide boutique-style customer service and work closely with our clients, while also
undertaking global research.

About Ipsos
Ipsos is an independent market research company controlled and managed by research professionals. Founded in France in 1975,
Ipsos has grown into a worldwide research group with a strong presence in all key markets. Ipsos ranks fourth in the global research
industry.
With offices in 88 countries, Ipsos delivers insightful expertise across five research specializations: brand, advertising and media;
customer loyalty; marketing; public affairs research; and survey management.
Ipsos researchers assess market potential and interpret market trends. They develop and build brands. They help clients build longterm relationships with their customers. They test advertising and study audience responses to various media and they measure public
opinion around the globe.
Ipsos has been listed on the Paris Stock Exchange since 1999 and generated global revenues of €1,782.7 million in 2016.

GAME CHANGERS
« Game Changers » is the Ipsos signature.
At Ipsos we are passionately curious about people, markets, brands and society.
We make our changing world easier and faster to navigate and inspire clients to make smarter decisions.
We deliver with security, speed, simplicity and substance. We are Game Changers.
Ipsos is listed on Euronext Paris.
The company is part of the CAC Mid & Small index
and is eligible for the Deferred Settlement Service (SRD).
ISIN code FR0000073298, Reuters ISOS.PA, Bloomberg IPS:FP
www.ipsos.com
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